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Abridgement?  
Quantitative vs Qualitative Abridgement? 

Summary? 

Adaptation?

Can a version of a literary work specially created for children or 
foreign language learners involve addition rather than subtraction? 



YES! EXAMPLES  

 Illustrations 

 Glossaries 

 Shorter versions of a sentence may carry the same information while being more complex 
(Harris) => making text longer can mean making it simpler 

1) John ate a sandwich. After that, John sat to watch the news on TV.

2) Having eaten a sandwich, John sat to watch the news. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION

 A particular case of abridgement through addition will be examined 

 Leung et al. 2021: Parents introduce complex vocabulary though fine-tuning, providing additional explanatory 
context 

The dotted leopard ran after the rabbit. 

The leopard ran after the rabbit like a cat. 

 Do literary works adapted for children and foreign language students also feature additional context at the 
introduction of complex vocabulary?

 Additional questions:  To what extent? Are there differences in relation to different audiences? Are there 
differences by language?
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: CORPUS 

 Famous literary works (same time period)
 Charles Dickens,  A Christmas Carol

 Lewis Carroll,  Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

 Mark Twain,  The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

 Languages
 English

 French

 Russian

 Spanish

 Both full and abridged versions 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP:  TEXTUAL PROCESSING

 Traditional preprocessing (e.g. removal of capitalisation and punctuation)
 POS tagging applied and a list of nouns taken from full texts 
 Only longest words in the list retained (Zipf’s Law of Least Effort) 
 Mistakes analysed and, if possible, removed: 
 non-words (“adventuresbeginning”)
 non-nouns (“aficionada”, adj.)
 common words (“Christmas,” “cumpleaños”)
 phrases in FR and RU that are hyphenated based on grammatical rules (“commença-t-

elle”, “как-нибудь”)
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: COMPARISON 

 The list is limited to the nouns also present in an abridged version (for every full-abridged 
pair) 

 The contexts of first appearance of the nouns are extracted and juxtaposed 

 The examined feature (i.e. introduction of a word with additional context in an abridged 
version) is sought and analysed
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FULL: “and dashed the wild year through there stood a solitary lighthouse
great heaps of seaweed clung to its base”

ABRIDGED: “crashed violently underneath them the spirit took scrooge 
to a lighthouse built on a lonely rock several miles from land”



RESULTS: TYPES OF ADDITION

 A total of 62 instances of the feature were found in 377 parallel introductions 
of complex vocabulary 

 They were categorised into 3 types: 
 addition of related vocabulary (46.8 %)

“brouillard” vs  “épais brouillard” 

“гостеприимство” vs “щедрое гостеприимство”

 grammatical transformation (into a simpler structure) (41.9 %)

“tejer una guirnalda de margaritas” vs “juntar margaritas para trenzar una guirnalda”

 explanation or definition (11.3 %) 

“в суде заседают, потому и называются ‘присяжные заседатели’”
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RESULTS: BY LANGUAGE

 The number of instances 
is lowest for English 
texts and highest for 
French

 The results for French 
and Spanish are 
comparable 

 Explanations are very 
limited in number and 
appear only in French 
and Russian texts 
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RESULTS: BY AUDIENCE

 Clearer tendencies as 
compared with language 

 Very few of the complex 
words are present in 
abridged versions for young 
children 

 The tendency is identical 
with lower levels of foreign 
language learners 

 The feature is most 
prominent with higher-level 
foreign language learners 
(40% of considered words) 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 The addition of context at the introduction of complex vocabulary can be used as a 
readability feature 

 Conclusions would benefit from a larger corpus and as well as additional languages 

 Better NLP tools should be sought (e.g. word lists instead of longest words)

 The study can be placed within a relevant context (e.g. Harris’s transformations by 
type; influence of complex vocabulary on the text surrounding it)
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION!

QUESTIONS ARE WELCOME
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